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1. • Project purpose and management implications 
 

The purpose of the project is to provide policy analysts with a model to evaluate 

institutional (market and government) failure in the exploitation of common pool 

resources within an unregulated open access environment, and the subsequent 

necessity for government intervention.  The model provides a qualitative rationale 

for intervention in common pool resource situations where over-exploitation of a 

resource and tragedy of the commons outcome is likely and can pinpoint 

attributes of the resource system where intervention is more likely to be of 

benefit.  A case study of the salal industry in B.C. is used to test and illustrate the 

usefulness of the model.   

 

The model’s development is based on a justification for intervention in a market 

subject to institutional failure.  Acquiring the necessary quantitative information 

upon which to determine open access rent dissipation is often problematic; 

consequently the model adopts an embeddedness approach.  Embeddedness 

theory moves beyond the reliance on the rational utility maximizing individual as 

an explanatory variable to recognize the influences of social, economic, 

ecological, and historical contexts within which a particular social-ecological 

system of interest is embedded (McCay, 2002).  These other contextual factors 

may influence the outcome of any resource exploitation outcome – factors that 

may be poorly reflected in more data intensive quantitative analyses.  As such, 

the paper endeavors to identify a variety of indicators that could be used 

collectively to suggest when some form of institutional failure is or is not 

occurring.  An underlying assumption of the model is that the resource under 
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investigation is unregulated and currently being exploited within an open access 

situation.  Focusing the model on open access situations simplifies the analysis 

somewhat by eliminating the need to determine what de jure property rights 

regime may or may not be in place and by limiting the range of potential 

outcomes, while allowing the model to focus a greater level of detail on the most 

relevant resource, appropriator, and institutional elements associated with open 

access to common pool resources.  As such, the conditions for the potential 

degradation of the resource already exist if certain conditions are present – the 

model seeks to elaborate on those conditions.   

 

The model is divided into three analytical sections: the first section evaluates the 

level of risk associated with the exploitation of the particular resource.  It uses 

three risk factors to indicate a problematic situation: rising or high prices, the 

resource type, and current level of use.  Satisfying these conditions suggests that 

resource congestion may have been reached and a ‘tragedy of the commons’ 

outcome may be possible, subsequently further investigation is warranted.  The 

second section evaluates the severity of that risk using various resource, 

appropriator and institutional attributes that would characterize the social-

ecological system and one of three exploitation outcomes: (1) a robust resource 

with little associated threat to the resource or user community; (2) a resource 

subject to high levels of exploitation but with natural or human constraints to that 

use; and (3) the tragedy of the commons outcome where over-exploitation and 

eventual resource ruin is probable.  Each of these outcomes leads to a particular 

level of rent dissipation or capture, suggesting a range in the level of government 

intervention that may be necessary.   

 

The model not only provides a qualitative evaluation of the potential for resource 

degradation and rent dissipation, but is also useful in revealing attributes of the 

resource system where government intervention is best suited.  Thus, the model 

seeks to move beyond a simple conclusion of a need for government regulation, 

to provide an indication of where that regulation should be directed, if regulation 
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is the appropriate intervening tool, or how government can best facilitate more 

sustainable use of the common pool resource under investigation.  The model 

should be considered preliminary and likely to evolve.   

 

2. • Methodology overview; 
 

The open access model was developed through a review of relevant literature on 

renewable natural resource economics, common pool resources and institutional 

analysis.  The model was refined during the case study analysis and evaluation 

of the data/information collected through the interview process.   

 

A survey and interview process was used to gather data and review findings.  

The survey and interview process resulted in eight participants providing 

data/information: five were associated with the salal industry and three were from 

the research community.  This information was supplemented by a variety of 

literature sources dealing with the biology and socio-economic characteristics of 

salal.  A list of references is included at the end of this executive summary.   

 

3. • Project scope and regional applicability; 
 

The project has wide scope and regional applicability.  Use of the model is not 

restricted to salal or other non-timber forest products and can be used to 

evaluate any unregulated common pool resource.  The model is useful across 

the province and in other jurisdictions interested in understanding the complexity 

and potential for resource degradation through open access to common pool 

natural resources (i.e., where exclusion is costly and use subtractable).  The 

model can be adapted to specific conditions or characteristics by the analyst, but 

the core attributes contained in the model should be kept intact.   

 

4. • Conclusions 
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The model is used to assess the commercial harvest of salal in British Columbia 

where most of the land base is public with management responsibility vested in 

the Crown, or government.  The commercial use of salal in B.C. has continued 

for several decades.  In a recent study of the floral greens industry, the Centre for 

Non-Timber Resources (2006) estimated that the floral greens industry in B.C. 

generated between $27-65 million per year; the study estimated that salal 

accounted for about 95% of that value.  Nonetheless, the provincial government 

has introduced no regulations or other system of resource management to 

ensure its appropriate use or encourage investment.  The result is the de facto 

open access to salal on public land with the potential for all the attendant 

problems, including over-exploitation and complete dissipation of rent.   

 

For the salal industry, the three risk categories are satisfied.   

• Salal is associated with high prices and significant demand.  Although 

prices have stabilized, good harvesters can earn well over $100 per day.  

The sale of salal is based on small margins thus keeping volumes high is 

important for buyers/distributors.   

• Salal is a common pool resource with non-exclusive and rival 

characteristics, making the resource costly to restrict access and 

depletable.  

• The current level of harvesting activity is significant.  Changes within the 

salal market (some corporate restructuring and quality issues in Europe, 

the threat of available substitutes) and the supply of harvester labour may 

have tempered growth in the sector.  However, a strengthening import 

sector in Europe, a potential new market in China, and imported/new 

immigrant labour to harvest salal characterizes the potential for significant 

expansion of demand and pressure on the salal resource.   

 

In terms of contextual influences,  

• Resource attributes suggest a high degree of overall species robustness, 

but not in terms of the availability of commercial quality salal and 
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significant over-harvesting of commercial supplies has been observed in 

some areas.  Increasing limits on access (road deactivation and locked 

gates) urban encroachment and logging all contribute to lower available 

supplies, which force harvesters to seek alternative sources.  Research 

has been undertaken suggesting that investment and more compatible 

management practices could significantly enhance the productivity of the 

salal resource.    

• A review of appropriator attributes suggest that the labour supply is an 

issue with few new entrants from existing domestic labour pools attracted 

to the sector, given the availability of other more attractive opportunities.  

Any future broad or sectoral economic downturns, however, may alter this 

labour shortage scenario.  Imported labour has already been used and 

new immigrant populations can also fill those positions.  The harvest sub-

sector is not capital intensive and relies on no tools or other mechanical 

apparatus for harvesting.  At this time technology advances in harvesting 

techniques do not seem likely.  Transportation costs are the most 

significant factor affecting the profitability of harvesting in more remote 

areas, such as the Central Coast or Haida Gwaii, resulting in the 

concentration of effort on in the southwest portion of the province.  Rent 

capture is likely resulting from some cost heterogeneity among harvester 

units; however, the low level of capital intensity suggests that a shift to this 

sector would not be precluded by the costs of entry.  The harvest also fills 

commercial commodity related demand not local demand and earnings 

can be high, suggesting that rents may be sufficient even for less 

productive harvesters.   

• In terms of institutional attributes, transaction costs are likely high, 

certainly given the level of resource uncertainty, but also as a result of the 

hidden nature of the industry, difficulty in coordinating resource users, and 

high costs of monitoring and enforcing a common pool management 

regime where trust among appropriators is low and language barriers 

exist.  There is little cooperation among harvester and buyer units as a 
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result of this lack of trust and the free riding and high discount rate related 

incentives associated with open access and common pool resources 

persist.  Finally government commitment to the sector is uncertain and 

existing First Nations land title issues and claims to non-timber forest 

products create an extremely complex political environment.    

 

To summarize, this analysis indicates that the exploitation outcome currently falls 

in the middle, suggesting that over-exploitation is likely occurring but human and 

natural capacity constraints may be sufficient to preclude a tragedy of the 

commons outcome at this time.  There is both a natural constraint to complete 

eradication of salal as it regenerates relatively quickly and current labour supply 

shortages may preclude any significant increase in harvesting pressure.  

However, current use remains significant and reductions in available supply 

(reflected in the quest for salal in more remote and costly areas) and product 

quality issues (observed in markets in Europe) may affect the demand for salal, 

potentially leading to the substitution of other species from other areas of the 

world.   

 

Countering this trend is a stronger European import sector and the development 

of the Chinese market, which may provide a significant source of demand as the 

country’s wealth increases and its citizens seek more Western-oriented luxury 

products.  Some industry participants remain concerned, however, about the 

potential demise of the salal market.  No market or commercial value for salal 

indicates zero rents, thus complete dissipation as a result of previous use and 

industry costs.  This uncertainty in future market conditions is coupled with a high 

level of uncertainty and lack of any data collection process regarding the number 

of harvesters, the volumes being harvested, impacts on the resource, and 

domestic and export values.  The associated employment and income impacts 

that could result from the loss of the salal market combine with the potential for 

resource degradation to suggest that government should play a role in the sector; 

therefore, intervention is recommended in this case.   
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To conclude, current resource use and the potential for increasing demand for 

salal suggests that the value will remain at least at its current level or may 

increase, resulting in additional pressure on the salal resource.  With no 

regulatory process in place to ensure the appropriate and orderly harvesting of 

salal, conflict among users may increase and costs will rise as more companies 

spend more time looking for commercial quality salal in more remote locations.  

The ingredients for a commercial “tragedy of the commons” outcome are present 

and unless the salal is allowed to regenerate sufficiently the supply of 

commercial quality salal will be unable to satisfy domestic and international 

demand and rents will be fully dissipated.   

 

What does the model tell us about the role government has in the maintenance 

of the sector?  The usefulness of the model is in its characterization of the sector 

and the identification of attributes that may contribute to the over-use or 

maintenance of the resource.  The model helps to isolate where intervention may 

be most effective.  Four characteristics appear most salient to the analysis in 

terms of government’s intervention role: the issue of exclusivity; the need for 

better more consistent market and resource productivity information; high 

collaboration and information costs; and the nature of the challenges to collective 

action among appropriators.  Being a common pool resources it is unlikely that 

access can be effectively limited thus working with the appropriator community, 

increasing the level of information, assisting with product quality issues and 

market labeling, resource information and reducing the transaction costs 

associated with collaboration may be the most effective areas on which 

government should concentrate.  Any government attempt to introduce a 

management regime should recognize the challenges associated with these 

attributes and focus attention on methods to deal with and incorporate them 

within any management regime.  The salal sector too has a responsibility to take 

a longer term perspective and move to become a more visible sector.   
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5. • Contact information  
 
For further information please contact,   
 
Mr. Sinclair Tedder at sjtedder@interchange.ubc.ca  
 
Or  
 
Dr. Sumeet Gulati at sgulati@ubc.ca
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